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Ceilia Dee-Cerulius (Ryzka)

Ceilia Ryzka is a player character played by Jack Pine.

Ceilia Ryzka

Species & Gender: Female Human
Date of Birth: 35日 9月 YE 20
Organization: New Dusk Conclave
Occupation: AI/Copilot/Frame Pilot

Rank: O2-Lieutenant 2nd Class
Current Placement: NDS Ravenaca's Watch (Plot)

Physical Description

5'11, long brunette hair down to the butt in a straight yet freeflow style. Bright blue eyes with flecks of
green that seems always wide and curious. She has a beautiful and youthful face that is soft in features,
framing slightly freckles cheeks. DD cup breasts, with a lean and slender body featuring an hourglass
figure. Smooth, soft skin with the distinction of a through and through scar from a bullet on the left side
of stomach, 2 inches under the breast.
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Personality

Ceilia is usually bright, happy, and energetic. She is always up to helping others and her comrades. She
loves enjoying the life she's been given and watching out for her guardian Kessler. Her home is where
ever her friends and comrades are. 

History

Ceilia is the AI recreation of Kessler Ryzka's dead sister, created in YE 39. She retains all memories and
her personality, and was considered a success in bringing the deceased girl back. She was given a real
body in celebration of Kyle starting pilot training in early YE 40. She steadily grew feelings for Kyle as she
helps him improve his skills as a mecha pilot, and eventually began to date him.

Later on in the same year, they would marry and have three children. In mid-YE 41 however, Kyle was
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killed in an unexpected terror attack on the newly founded New Dusk Conclave. Grieving the loss of her
husband, the widow continued to care for their children, and even eventually seek love again.

In YE 42, Ceilia found such a love in Waylan Vulca. This eventually grew into a polymarous open
relationship, and mainly of platonic nature. Now in YE 43, she is more active in military duties and
assisting her older brother in operations of his own at times. A seasoned and veteran frame pilot, she
serves to keep her family fed, and to find use in her skills. She is still open to additional partners, hoping
to develop a large family.

Skills Learned

Communications: Fluent in most languages.
Starship Operation: Ceilia fully knows how to run and be a starship.
Fighting: Ceilia is fully set as a mech pilot, and has been additionally trained in hand to hand.
Domestic: Being a mom is a full time job, and knows how to take care of the house work and cook.
Firearms: Knows how to operate most weapons handed to her.
Engineering: Is able to analyse and build complex structures and systems. She is an adapt at
repairs and modification to various technologies.
Survival: Ceilia knows how to survive in harsh environments…annoyingly enough now she has a
body. She can hunt, build shelter, fashion supplies, and read the land.

Social Connections

Ceilia Ryzka is connected to:

Kyle Dee - love/copilot(deceased)
Kessler Ryzka-older brother
Seraphina Cerulius-step mother
Ginger Cerulius - daughter
Daniel Cerulius - son
Venessa Cerulius - daughter
Waylan Vulca-platonic partner
V115-daughter

Inventory & Finance

Ceilia Ryzka has the following:

Personal

assorted clothes
Various thongs
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G-string
NDC low cut panties
Gravitic bras
Band and science t-shirts
Tank tops
sweaters(virgin killer included)
Strapless purple dress
Hoodies
Jeans
Shorts(varying length)
Cargo Pants

S6 Travel Backpack
NDC Enlisted Dress Uniform
NDC Exercise Uniform
6 packs of various drinks

Conclave Cola
Dusk-gizer
Plasma Jet

2 boxes S6-SR-A Survival Rations Type A
2 boxes of BioNutri-Snack
Chrome Egg
Heatlube Personal
Purple Kaserine

Equipment

G1-N2 "Geist" Advanced Interfacing Implant 2.0
Field Strip
"Mithril" Military Bodysuit
3 S6-PG Plasma Grenade
"Judge" Variable Revolver
BW-CP "Shade" compact 10mm Pistol

Vehicles

1x S6-XM1(custom)
BW-MSF "Sparrow" Modular Fighter
BW-MRGT "Hound"
Raven Sport

Salvage

Exo Skeleton Battery Pack 1)

AS-5 Torpedo 2)

Remote Medical Drone - Used 3)
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Baggy Nepleslian pants 4)

Gatling Weapon Ammunition Belt 5)

Ceilia Ryzka currently has 42,000 DS.

OOC Information

This page was created by jack_pine on 08, 16 2018 at 00:18 using the Character Template Form.

In the case jack_pine becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Ceilia Dee-Cerulius (Ryzka)
Character Owner Jack Pine
Character Status Active Player Character
Current Location Sirris VI
NDC Character Database
NDC Career Status Active Duty
NDC Branch Navy
NDC Rank O2 Lieutenant 2nd Class
NDC Job Code WO Officer

1)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 39-46, IC: 1851-13811-81
2)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 3-2, IC: 60-785-5
3)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 76-19, IC: 1501-2052-86
4)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 56-49, IC: 2745-498-99
5)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 33-74, IC: 2466-9307-104
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